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Abstract: The purpose this study is to analyze what is happing of school regarding the integration and use of 

information and communication technology(ICT)and examine teachers perception about what teaching and 

learning processes be improved through the use of ICT .history of the ICT in teaching mechanism takes us the 

stage when the subject mater became available in the form of printing material and textbook.it was the used of 

supplemented teaching aids like a blackboard, specimen, pictures, chart ,model ,map, figures, etc. but now 

earlier concept of teaching mechanism audio-videos direct   teaching of teaching-learning process. The higher 

implies that a school and teacher not only has to modernize the technology tool has also has to change the 

teaching –learning process and the iteration mechanism. 
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Introduction: ICT often are concluded abut but these media are. ICT in provides lotus of opportunities to 

teacher to transfer there kno3wldgepractic by providing the learner with improve the learning process throw 

provision of more interactive educational material the increase students motivation in primary and secondary 

level the use of multimedia devise such a computer , videos ,television, projector etc, .I twenty first century 

teaching –learning skills underscore the need to shift from the traditional teacher centered pedagogy to more 

learner centered methods.  teaching learning system improved by  ICT. 

 

What is ICT? 

Information and communication technology (ICT) refers to all the technology used to handle  

telecommunications broadcast media ,intelligent building management systems ,and network-based control 

and monitoring functions. ICT combination of computer ,videos ,and  telecommunication technologies ,and 

observed in the use of multimedia, computer ,and networking and also use of  services which are based them . 

ICT considers all uses of digital technologies that already exists to help individuals business and organization 

sometimes ,it is difficult to define ict to because it is difficult up  the changes they happen so fast . Ict is concern 

with the storage, retrieval, manipulation transmission of reipt of digital data . 

What is ICT in education? 

                     Use of information technology in education called education ICT. 

 Teaching mechanism:                                                                                                                                                     

which teaching methods are used of teachers ,teaching-learning process make better teaching . 
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DO ICT help students to learn better: 

 Students using voice communication aids gain confidence and social credibility at school in their 

communities. 
 ICT motivated the students to use the internet at home for school work and make their curiosity fulfill. 

 Computer can improve independent access for students to education. 

 Most benefits for disable study the units. 

Can the  use of ICT help improve the teaching mechanism : 

 Teacher represent lecture easily. 

 Teacher make interesting and fulfill their teaching by using ict . 

 Teacher improve their skills. 

 Make teaching maximum achievements . 

 ICT such videos ,multimedia, computer software, that combine text, sound and colorful moving image 

can be used to provide challenging authentic content that will engage the students in the learning 

process . 

 *the teacher strongly felt  that  the visual aural combination with  text books ,syllabus and technology. 

 Conclusion:  we can conclude use of the ICT in teaching mechanism teaching as providing several related to 

teaching and learning is particular those involving, intention ,perception ,responding mechanisms ,application 

of learning and understanding . 

Finally the teacher develop appropriate and trusty atmosphere in the schools that help them to increase the 

use of ICT. We can conclude the kinds of use of ICT is key factor for innovation, teaching and improvement  of 

teaching mechanism. 
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